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PERSONS AND ORGANIZATIONS, AND SUBJECTS

1. CENTRAL PLANNING COMMISSION
   a. Central by Speer (p. 2,3,5,7)
      (1) "Arbeitsinsatz Speer" headed by General Wagner and Schmeltz
   b. Supply of labor to eight groups (p. 3,4)
   c. Approval of labor requirements by "Rustungs Inspector" (p. 6)

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF CENTRAL PLANNING COMMISSION

Chart showing assignment of workers through various offices is presented by witness (1). Hitler, through Goering, gave orders to Speer and Sauckel, but Speer worked out the programs for the Central Planning Commission. (2) Speer took care of his own workers, number needed, and releases to the army. (3) The "Arbeitsinsatz Speer" was headed by General Wagner and President Schmeltz.

Central Planning Commission supplied eight groups with labor (4) Speer assigned workers in his rosters (5). The Commission to approve requirements was headed by a so-called "Rustungsinspektor" from Speer's office. (6) He could veto labor requirements and channel labor into Speer's organization (6). Speer's office had complete knowledge of labor reserves, foreign labor camps, and could requisition labor from the highest to the lowest echelon (7).